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Sale of Liquor37 Tic Oh 32 0.British North America Act

1867 sees 91 92.Brewer trade ofLicenses powers of

Dominion and Provincial Legislatures to impose

after the passing of the Act 37 Vie ch 32 intituled An
Act to amend and consolidate the law for the sale of fermented

or spirituous liquors then being brewer licensed by the

Government of Canada under 31 Vie ch for the

manufacture of fermented spirituous and other liquors did

manufacture large quantities of beer and did sell by wholesale

for consumption within the Province of Ontario large quantity

of said fermented liquors so manufactured by him without first

obtaining license as required by the said Act of the Legislative

Assembly of Ontario The Attorney General thereupon filed

an information for penalties against On demurrer to the

information the special matter for argument was that the

Legislature of the Province of Ontario had no power to pass

the statute under which the penalties were sought to be

recovered or to require brewers to take out any license what

ever for selling fermented or malt liquors by wholesale as stated

in the information

HeldOn appeal that the Act of the Provincial Legislature of

Ontario 37 Vie ch 32 is not within the legislative capacity

of that Legislature

That the power to tax and regulate the trade of brewer

being restraint and regulation of trade and commerce falls

within the class of subjects reserved by the 91st sec of the British
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North America Act for the exclusive legislative authority of the 1878

Parliament of Canada and that the license imposed was

restraint and regulation of trade and commerce and not the

exercise of police power TEE QUEEN

That the right conferred on the Ontario Legislature by sub-

sec sec 92 of the said Act to deal exclusively with shop

sJoon tavern auctioneer and other licenses does not extend

to licenses on brewers or other licenses which are not of

local or municipal character

Regina vs Taylor 36 218 over-ruled

and Strong JJ dissenting

PPEAL from judgment of the Court of Queens

Bench for Ontario over-ruling the demurrer of the defen

dant John Severn to the criminal information filed

against him by the Attorney General of the said Province

on behalf of Her Majesty the Queen in the said Court

on the 23rd day of January 1877

This appeal was brought directly to the Supreme

Court by consent of parties under sec 27 of the

Supreme and Exchequer Court Act

The information was for the contravention by the

defendant of the provisions of the Act of the Legislature

of Ontario 37 Vict ch 32 respecting the sale of

fermented or spirituous liquors in that the defendant

on the nineteenth day of January in the year of our

Lord aforesaid at the Town of Yorlevilie in the County

of York aforesaid after the passage of certain Act of

the Legislature of the Province of Ontario made and

passed in the thirty-seventh year of the reign of our

Sovereign Lady the present Queen intituled An Act

to amend and consolidate the law for the sale of fer

mented and spirituous liquors then being brewer

licensed by the Government of Canada for the manufac

ture of fermented spirituous and other liquors did

manufacture large quantity of fermented liquors to

wit one thousand gallons of beer an4 afterwards to
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1878 wit on the twentieth day of January in the year of

SEVERN our Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy

seven at the Town of Yorkville aforesaid in the County
THE QtTEEN

of York aforesaid unlawfully and wilfully and in con

travention of the said Act of the Legislature of the

Province of Ontario did sell by wholesale large

quantity of the said fermented liquor so manufactured

by the said John Severn as aforesaid to wit five

hundred gallons of beer for consumption within the

Province of Ontario to wit at the Town of Yorkville

aforesaid in the County of York aforesaid without first

obtaining license as required by the said Act of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario to sell

by wholesale under the said Act liquors so manufac

tured by him the said John Severn as aforesaid for

consumption within the said Province of Ontario and

without having obtained any shop licens or any other

license under the said Act or under the Act passed by

the said Legislature of Ontario in the thirty-ninth

year of the reign of our Sovereign Lady the present

Queen intituled An Act to amend the law respecting

the sale of fermented or spirituous liquors to sell

wholesale as brewer liquor in wilful contravention

of the said Act of the Legislature of the Province of

Ontario passed and made as aforesaid and in contempt

of our Sovereign Lady the Queen and her laws and to

the evil example of all others in the like case offending

and contrary to the form of the Statute in such case

made and provided and against the peace of our Lady

the Queen her Crown and dignity

On the 25th January 1877 the said John Severn by

his attorney Osler having heard the information

read said that the information and the matters

therein contained are not sufficient in law and

that the defendant is not bound to answer the same

One of the points to be argued was that the Legis
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lature of the Province of Ontario had no power to pass
1878

the Statute under which the said penalties were sought SEVERN

to be recovered or to require brewers to take out any THE QUEEN

license whatever for selling fermented or malt liquors

by wholesale as stated in the information

The Attorney 0-eneral joined in demurrer

In case of similar information The Queen James

Taylor the Court of Queens Bench gave judgment

for the defendant on the demurrer to the information

The Court of Error and Appeal for the Province of

Ontario reversed the judgment of the Court of Queens

Bench and overruled the demurrer of James Taylor

An appeal was subsequently prosecuted by the said

James Taylor to the Supreme Court of Canada when

after argument the Supreme Court decided that it

had no jurisdiction to entertain the said appeal inas

much as the judgment appealed against was prior to

the organization of such Court

In consequence of this decision Harrison

delivered the judgment of the Court of Queens Bench

as follows

We have read the decision of the Court of Appeal

in Regina Taylor 36 218 reversing the

decision of this Court reported at 183 of the same

volume

If the Court of Appeal were Court of final resort

we should in the present case follow the decision of

the Court of Appeal without observation of any kind

But as the Court of Appeal is not Court of final

resort and as we are informed that it is the intention

of the defendant in this case with the consent of the

Crown under section twenty-seven of the Supreme

Court Act at once to carry this case to the Supreme

Court and so if possible have Regina Taylor 36

36TJ.O.Q.B.218 S.C Can R65
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1878 218 reversed we in deference to the

SEVERN existing decisions of the Court of Appeal and not from

THE QUEEN any actual conviction that it is correct follow it and

give judgment for the Queen
The Act in dispute under this appeal is the 37 Vie

chap 32 of the Ontario Legislature

The clauses considered were the following

Section 24 No person shall sell by wholesale or

retail any spirituous fermented or other manufactured

liquors within the Province of Ontario without having

first obtained license under this Act authorizing him

so to do Provided that this section shall not apply to

sales under legal process or for distress or sales by

assignees in insolvency

25 No person shall keep or have in any house

building shop eating-house saloon or house of public

entertainment or in any room or place whatsoever any

spirituous fermented or other manufactured liquors

for the purpose of selling bartering or trading therein

unless duly licensed thereto under the provisions of

this Act
The two preceding sections by sect 26 not to

prevent brewer or distiller duly licensed by the

Dominion of Canada from keeping having or selling

any liquor manufactured by him Provided that such

brewer distiller is further required to first obtain

licenseto sell by wholesale under that Act the liquor

so manufactured by him when sold for consumption

within this Province but not in quantities less than

prescribed by section of the Act

Section 22 enacts There shall be paid

for each license by wholesale duty of fifty dollars

All the duties under this section are for the purposes of

Provincial revenue

Section license by wholesale shall be con

strued to mean license for selling bartering or traffick
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ing by wholesale only in such liquors in warehouses 1878

stores shops or places other than inns wine ale or SEVERN

beer houses or other houses of public entertainment in
THE QUEEN

quantities not less than five gallons in each cask or

vessel at any one time and in case where such selling

by wholesale is in respect of bottled ale porter beer

wine or other fermented or spirituous liquor each

such sale shall be in quantities not less than one dozen

bottles of at least three half pints each or two dozen

bottles of at least three-fourths of one pint each at any

one time

Mr Bethune Q.C for Appellant

The Statute in question 37 Vie ch 32 was passed

to consolidate the license laws of the Province but it

not only consolidates but amends these laws

In the consolidated Act there is no special amend

ment so far as brewers are concerned Section defines

license by wholesale The effect of which seems to

compel brewers to take out license at an expense of 5O
before selling by wholesale Now the Dominion G-ov

ernment derives its income from customs and excise

which are regulated by 31 Vie ch By the 2nd

section of that Act the word brewer is defined and

by the 3rd it is stated that no other person than

licensed brewer can carry on business or trade

The Dominion Government thereby assumed jurisdic

tion of this matter The point of importance is what

are the relative rights and relative jurisdiction of the

Dominion Parliament and Provincial Legislatures over

this subject-matter

The only authority under which the Provincial Leg
islature claims the power of making laws in relation to

matters relating to trade and commerce is under sec 92

sub-sec of Act But the whole of that section

must be governed by sec 91 and under sub-sec sect
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1878 91 the regulation of trade and commerce belongs exclu

SEVERN sively to the Dominion Parliament The fair construe

tion of the words trade and commerce includes both inTm QUEEN
ternal and external trade

The Dominion Government derives its income from

customs and excise which are regulated by 31 Vict

ch Under sec 91 sub-secs and the Domin
ion Parliament has the power to pass laws for the

regulation of trade and commerce and the raising of

money by any mode or system of taxation

Now the right of the Ontario Legislature to pass and

maintain the provisions of this Act must rest either

upon its power to impose difect taxation within the

Province in order to the raising of revenue for pro
vincial purposes or upon its power to legislate upon

matters relating to licenses and municipal institutions

It cannot be denied that the whole British North

America Act shews that it was intended to divide

the jurisdiction between the two Legislative bodies

the jurisdiction of each being complete as to cases

within its power See upon this point the judg

ment of the Court of Appeal for Lower Canada

in Ex parte Dansereau Dow Black Union

St Jacques de Montreal Belisle

Then can this Act be sustained under sec 92 sub-

sec of the Act in other words is this charge

or duty imposed upon brewers direct or indirect tax

Appellant contends that it is an indirect tax the effect

of which is to raise the price and value of the

beer by at least the amount of the tax imposing

tax upon the steamboat instead of the passengers

which it carries is an indirect tax Gibbons Ogden

The Imperial Parliament treat this as an indirect tax

19 Jur 210 App 34

App 280 Wheaton 231
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because they would not have given the power by sub- 1878

section if it was direct The judgments of the Court SEVERN

of Queens Bench and the Court of Appeal in Queen THE QUEEN

Taylor agree as to this But it is contended that the

Ontario Legislature possess the right of imposing this

tax under sub-sec of sec 92 of the Act

Now this sub-section must be looked upon as giving an

exceptiona right limited in its character to impose in

direct taxation You must either restrict this power of

granting other licenses or give the Local Legislature

jurisdiction as complete and as full as that of the

Dominion Legislature Now the trade of brewer is

one regulated exclusively by the laws of the Dominion

of Canada and the history of trade and distilling shows

that brewing was always regarded as coming under

the Excise Laws

Reg Justices of Surrey Burnss Justice of the

Peace Con Stats of Canada cap 19 Con Stats of

Lower Canada cap sec cap 24 sec 26 sub-sec

10 27 and 28 Vic cap 29 Vic cap Revised

Stats of Nova Scotia cap 17 and 19 Revised Stats of

New Brunswick vol cap 18 Crabbes History of

English Law Temperance Act of 1864 of the Prov

ince of Canada Quebec Resolutions which constituted

the foundation of the Imperial Act Journals Legislative

Assembly of the Province of Canada Journals of

same Assembly 29th Resolution sub-sect Lord

Carnarvons explanation on the second reading of the

Bill in the House of Lords shows that these resolutions

were the basis of the Statute

The jurisdiction as to excise was intended to be

in the Dominion Parliament and would therefore be

504 Vol 24 Pp.203 209

Vol 190 Vol 26 362

Pp 477 482 Hansard Vol 185 563
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1878 exclusive One method of regulating excise is by

SEVERN taxation Story on the Constitution The only head

THE QUEEN
of concurrent jurisdiction is under section 95 and even

then Provincial Legislatures must yield to Dominion

when they conflict

Either the words other licenses must be construed

to be of the same class as those mentioned in the pre

ceding part of the sub-section East London Water

Works Mile End Old Town Reed Ingham
Williams Golding this is also the view

taken by Torrance in the case of Angers The Queen

Insurance Co decided at Montreal in April 1877

or must be held to mean such licenses as were before

the passing of the Imperial Act under municipal or

local control Maxwell on Statutes

If the term other licenses be not thus limited the

Legislature may require anything to be licensed for

instance may require license to be taken out by

captain of vessel or by banker or official assignee

There are large class of local licenses of minor im

portance than those enumerated in this sub-section such

as those enumerated in the Municipal Act of 1866

As to the argument put forward on behalf of the

Crown in support of the judgment in this case that

the Act is not ultra vires because it has reference to

subject-matter over which its powers are as full

and complete as those of the Dominion Parliament as

matter of police Appellant contends that power is

grant from the Dominion Government branch of

criminal law over which the Dominion has entire

control

What is known in the
Uiited

States as police power

Section 971 69

17 512 21 Jur 81

889 Page 308
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in the States is founded upon the right which exists on 1878

the part of the State Legislatures to make laws for the SEVERN

good government of the State in all cases in which
TEE QUEEN

jurisdiction is not given to the Congress

The jurisdiction to enact Criminal Laws except for

offences committed on the high seas and offences com

mitted against the United States Government exists on

the part of the State Legislatures The basis of the

right to make laws of police is Criminal Law License

Cases

The cases decided by the United States Courts as to

laws on the nature of police do not apply with equal

force to Canada because the Provincial Legislatures

have jurisdiction only in such matters as are expressly

mentioned in section 92

This is plain from section 91

The Quebec resolutions numbered 29 43 and 45

shew that this was what was intended

As to the power of disallowance that power belongs

to only one branch of the Dominion Parliament and

can be exercised in different ways In the United

States it is held that the moment Congress exercises its

power over subject-matter the State has no control

provided that Congress was first to exercise it

It is further contended on the part of the respondent

that the power to sell in Ontario must come from the

Orttario Government and that under the Act it can be

called shop license

The answer to this will be found in Brown State

of Maryland It is as much part of the trade of the

brewer to sell as to manufacture

Howard at pages 590 591 483 Dwarris on Stats by Potter

592 and 625 Story on the Con- 450 and subsequent pages

stitution 4th edtion sect 1954 Blackstones Corns vol page

Cooley on Const Limitations 113

12 Wheaton pp 442 443 446
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1878 It would be mockery to say will give you the

SEVERN right to manufacturebut the Provincial Legislature says

THE QUEEN you must get shop license before you can sell See

also Kents Commentaries

If this sub-section of section 92 gives power to require

license to be taken out by brewer the Legislature has

power also to require the license to be obtained from the

municipality or from the Provincial Government or

from both This would very much embarrass this

branch of trade and might so fetter it as to destroy it

Mr Mowat Attorney General for Ontario

Mr Crooks Q.C with him for the Respondent

claim for the Provinces the largest power which

they can be given it is the spirit of the Act

and it is the spirit under which Confederation was

agreed to If there was one point which all

parties agreed upon it was that all local powers should

be left to the Provinces and that all powers previously

possessed by the Local Legislatures should be continued

unless expressly repealed by the Act The

larger powers given to the Dominion were for the pur

poses of nationality so that in construing the

Act the intention was not to take from Provincial au
thorities anymore than what was necessary Take for

instance the Administrationof Justice nothing in the

Act says to whom belong the executive powers of the

Administrationof Justice yet from the very beginning

it was assumed that the local authorities have the same

powers as before Confederation We find that express

power was given by ch 128 14 and 15 Vict to the

City of Montreal to tax brewers The same power may
surely be trusted to Provincial Government Another

point of great importance is the provision in the Act

12 Ed vol 439
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sect 90 by which legislation of the Local Legislatures
1878

can be vetoed The relations of the Provinces here is SEVERN

different from that which the States bear to the United
THE QUEEN

States There Courts alone have power to declare when

the States have usurped the higher powers of Congress

whilst here ample power is given to the Dominion

Parliament of protecting itself

This Act has now been in operation for several years

It has been contended that it is only one branch of the

Parliament that has the right of disallowing the Pro

vincial Acts think it will be admitted by all parties

here that the Governor General must take the advice

of his council when vetoing local Acts

This power of disallowance should be taken into

consideration when the policy of the Act is urged

against us
The regulation of the sale of all liquor for consump

tion in the Province whether manufactured in the Pro

vince or not is of Provincial concern and the immunity

of the person manufacturing in the Province as part of

the Dominion under the excise regulation of the Inland

Revenue Department no more makes him free of pro

vincial regulations than the person importing liquor

under the Customs regulations of another Department

Section 92 of the Act 1867 confers upon

the Legislature of each Province the jurisdiction of

making laws so as to exclude the authority of the Par

liament of Canada in relation to matters coming within

the classes of subjects enumerated in that section and

where the Legislature possesses jurisdiction the Court

has no power to review the exercise of it

Where there is jurisdiction the will of the Legislature

is omnipotent according to British theory and knows

no superior law in the sense in which the American

Courts are accustomed to adjudicate upon constitutional

questions
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1878 See Blac/cstone Sedgwick Statutory and Constitu

SEVERN tional Law De Tocquevilles Democracy in America

THE QUEEN Cap Brooms Constitutional Law Pomeroys Con-

stitutional Law Story on the Constitution of the

Cooleys Constitutional Limitations and

cases commented on in these authorities

The requirement of the license is neither obnoxious

as being an indirect mode of taxation nor as being re

pugnant to the jurisdiction of the Dominion in the reg

ulation of trade and commerce

The tax here is direct upon the person and not upon
the commodity with the view of enhancing the selling

price thereof to the extent of the tax imposed

See as tonature of tax Fawcetts Political Economy

Baxter on Taxation Bowens Political Economy

Mass
The taxing power is also commensurate with and

essential to the existence of the Government and this

mode of its exercise is not excluded from Provincial

jurisdiction

See Marshall in Providence Ban/c and Billings

10 Mc Culloch and State of Maryland 11 In re Slavin

and The Corporation of Orillia 12 Marshall in

Gibbons Ogden 13 Story on the Constitution of the

14
Now amongst the matters in which the Provincial

Legislature has this exclusive jurisdiction under class

are included shop saloon tavern auctioneer

and other licenses in order to the raising of revenue for

provincial local or municipal purposes

Blackstones Comm by Book ch 477

Kerr Vol 36 Pp 15 20 and 21

Pomeroys Ed 1874 and 436

cases in note Pp 404-5 10 Peters 541 561-3

795 11 Wheaton 316 428

Secs 142 143306 and post 12 36 172

-Ed 1873 Book ch 13 Wheaton 203

Ed 1871 Pp 24 and 86 14 Sec 1068
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The term shop may as well cover the license 1878

to brewer when selling for consumption in Ontario SEVERN

as any other seller by wholesale or retail The brewerTHE QUEEN
quoad hoc is in the like position The same policy

whether of police or revenue would also equally apply

The term licenses is most general and would

include as subject-matter not only all dealers in any

commodity but trades professions and occupations

See Baxter on Taxation

The Rule of ejusdem generis is inapplicable here

first in there being no controlling or particular

classes to refer to in order to determine the like classes

to which the word other might be referred with

any definiteness and secondly because the latter

words enlarge other Licenses into all such as the

Legislative authority may consider necessary to the

raising of Provincial revenue

The learned Counsel referred to the cases cited in the

judgment of Draper in the Court of Appeal in

the Queen Taylor in addition to whichhe cited

Fleury Moore et al Regina Boardman

Canada Central Railway Regina Regina

Lon gee Sanson Bell Oswald Berwick-on

Tweed Reed Ingham Martin Hemming 10
In re Mew 11 License Case 12 Ward Mary
land 13 The License Taxes Cases 14 Cooley

Board of Wardens 15 Board of Excise Barrie 16
Bode Maryland 17 Nathan Louisiana 18 Corn-

Pp 34 35 10 18 Jur 1002

36 218 11 31 Bkptcy 89

34 319 12 Howard 504

30 553 13 American 50

20 Grant 273 14 Wallace 463

10 135 15 12 Howard 509

Camp 39 16 34 657

856 17 Gill 326

889 18 Howard 73
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1878 monwealth Hoothooke Illinois Thurber

SEVERN Brown State of Maryland

THE QUEEN Supposing now this Act is viewed as an Imperial

Act the word other must be accepted in its broadest

sense Burnss Justice of the Peace Baxter

on Taxation Peto on Taxation Brooms

Maxims

The practice of the United States also may be referred

to How was this word accepted there See Hilliard

on Taxation Strong on Constitutional Law 1053
Rev Stats

The Provincial jurisdiction over licenses is not con
fined to shops and places where the sale is by retail

and the true construction to be given to sub-section

of sec 92 is that the words and other licenses

include the superior as well as the inferior grade of

licenses

Mr Crooks followed on the part of the Res

pondent

By the British North America Act we are given con

stitution similar to the English constitution In each

Province plenum imperium was constituted and not

subordinate authority or one with only such powers as

were specifically conferred Once jurisdiction is given

over subject matter the power is absolute The case

of Union St Jacques de Montreal Belisle 10 seems to

support this view

The only question before the Court is whether the

enacting body acted ultra vires

By the British North America Act two sovereign bodies

10 Allen 200 170

13 fllinois 554 Pp 585 588

12 Wheaton 419 49 sec

30th ed 193 194 625 sec 3243
Pp 34 and 35 10 App 35
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were created viz the Dominion Parliament and the 1878

Local Legislatures Thereis no question oftheone being SEVERN

subordinate to the other The Act has to be construed
THE QUEEN

as an Imperial Act and the jurisdiction given to the

Local Legislatures must be absolute and complete

Assuming this Respondent contends that this Statute

was enacted by the Ontario Legislature in the exercise

of that sovereignty

The Provincial Legislature possesses inherent con

stitutional power to enact all such laws as it thinks

best for the welfare of the people of the Province and

to secure this end to prohibit the sale traffic or disposal

of spirituous liquor or other commodities which the

Legislature may deem injurious With respect to such

matters its powers are as full and complete as those of

the Iominion and Imperial Parliaments in relation to

matters Canadian and Imperial respectively

The principle of the maxim salus populi suprema lex

is strictly applicable and sustains the Provincial

jurisdiction

See Liebers Legal Hermeneutics Sedgwic/c on

Stat and Constit Law

Lord Selborne in the case of IiUnion St Jacques

Belisle puts it thus

The scheme of the 91st and 92nd sections is this

By the 91st some mattersand their Lordships may
do well to assume for the arguments sake that they

are all matters except those afterwards dealt with by
the 92nd section their Lordships do not decide it but

for the arguments sake they will assume itcertain

matters being upon that assumption all those which

are not mentioned in the 92nd section are reserved for

Chap sec 1874 and cases in note

10 404 Pomeroys ed App 35
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1878 the exclusive legislation of the Parliament of Canada

SEVERN called the Dominion but beyond controversy there are

THE QUEEN
certain other matters not only not reserved for the

Dominion Parliament but assigned to the exclusive

power and competency of the Provincial Legislature in

each Provinceamong those the last is thus expressed

Generally all matters of mere local or private nature

in the Province

The aim of the Statute here was not to interfere with

the general jurisdiction of the Dominion Government

It is not an absolute prohibition for sale generally

but only charge when sold for consumption within

the Province of Ontario It is only when the brewer

ceases to be manufacturer and becomes trader If

the contention of the Appellant was correct the conse

quence would be that the brewer could not sell by

retail See Cooley at 581 see also PomeroysConst

Law 285 to 297 332

The expression license has not limited application

in our Statutes and wholesale traders have been

obliged to take out licenses for municipal revenue

The argument of the Appellant to be consistent

would have to exclude pedlers and hawkers see in

re Duncan

This case came under the Dunkin Act which is still

in force If municipalities have this power surely the

Provincial Parliament cannot be denied it Licenses

of any description cannot be limited by any power held

by the Dominion Government There may be here as

in the United States two powers that may tax the same

subject See also Brooms Maxims Maxwell on

Statutes

129 and 30 Vic ch 51 sec 250 Revue Leg 228

22 Vic ch 54 sec 246 Pp 585 588

43 Geo III ch 14 secs 43 Pp 292 303

Geo III cli 58 Geo III cli
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Mr Bethune Q.C in reply
1878

At the time of Confederation all wholesale licenses SEVERN

had been abolished As to the power of disallowance THE QUEEN

by sec 56 it has principally reference to the disallow

ance of valid laws for political reasons

The Dunkin Act never touched the wholesale trade

of brewers but only prevents them from selling by the

glass and this Act could not be repealed by the Local

Government

The tax is imposed upon the brewer in Ontario and

is therefore tax upon the sale of his goods and mer

chandise in Ontario which can affect the trade of the

other Provinces

THE CHIEF JuSTICE 1878

In deciding important questions arising under the Jany.28

Act passed by the Imperial Parliament for federally

uniting the Provinces of Canada Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick and forming the Dominion of Canada

we must consider the circumstances under which

that Statute was passed the condition of the differ

ent Provinces themselves their relation to one another

to the Mother Country and the state of things existing

in the great country adjoining Canada as well as

the systems of government which prevailed in

these Provinces and countries The framers of the

Statute knew the difficulties which had arisen in the

great Federal Republic and no doubt wished to avoid

them in the new government which it was intended to

create under that Statute They knew that the question

of State rights as opposed to the authority of the Gen
eral Goverment under their constitution was frequently

raised aggravating ifnot causing the difficulties arising

out of their system of government and they evidently

wished to avoid these evils under the new state of
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1878 things about to be created here by the Confederation of

SEvERN the Provinces

ThE QUEEN
In distributing the Legislative powers the British

North America Act declares the Parliament of Canada

shall or as the 91st section reads

It shall be lawful for the Queen by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate and House of Commons to make laws for the

peace order and good government of Canada in relation to all

matters not coming within the classes of subjects assigned exclusively

to the Legislatures of the Provinces

And then for greater certainty that section defines cer

tain subjects to which the exclusive legislative
author

ity of the Parliament extends Amongst other things

are mentioned

The regulation of trade and commerce

The raising of money by any mode or system of taxation

Certain other subjects of general and quasi-national

character are then referred to and mentioned as coming

within the powers of the Dominion Parliament

The causing Brewer to take out license and pay

certain sum of money therefor as required by the Ontario

Statutes is means of raising money and it of course is

tax And there can be no doubt it is an indirect tax

and it is equally beyond doubt that it is means

which may be resorted to by the Dominion Parliament

for the raising of money When then it is mentoned

in the Statute under consideration that the Dominion

Parliament may raise money under any mode or system

of taxation and when in the same Aôt the taxing power

of the Provincial Legislature is confined to direct taxation

within the Province in order to the raising of revenue

for provincial purposes it seems to me beyond all doubt

except so far as the same may be qualified by No of

section 92 that it was introduced not to allow the

Provincial Legislature the right to impose indirect taxes

for provincial or local purposes
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The fact that in most European Countries as well as 1878

in the United States and in the North American Pro SEVERN

vinces by far the larger portion of the ordinary revenue
THE QUEEN

was raised by indirect taxes seems to indicate that the

framers of the British North America Act considered

this so important power that it was not intended to

intrust it to the Local Legislatures The power of

taxation being so essential to the maintenance of

Government must necessarily be viewed as of the

greatest importance to every Government and it is

mentioned as No of the powers of the Dominion

Parliament and No of the Provincial Legislatures

Looking then at these provisions as they stand thus

far it would be reasonable to hold in the absence of

any other provision that the framers of the Statute did

not intend that the Provincial Legislatures should

have any but the power of direct taxation for raising

revenue for provincial purposes

It is not necessary to say much as to the effect of

raising money by direct and indirect taxation When
each inhabitant is compelled to pay sum of money to

tax-gatherer he knows and understands what he pays
and will no doubt look sharply after the expenditure of

money so extorted from him But when the tax is

indirectly imposed and the payer recoups himself by

an extra charge for the commodity he deals in the

purchaser may buy the article or not as he pleases the

money he pays is more like voluntary payment

for what may perhaps be considered luxury and when

paid he does not look so sharpy into the matter

as he does in the payment of direct tax It

is therefore obvious that the Provincial Legislatures

would be much more likely to exercise prudence in the

character of the expenditure of money if they are com

pelled to raise it by direct taxation
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1878 Besides this the taxation for purely local purposes

SEVERN before Confederation was mostly direct whilst that for

THE QUEEN
the general purposes of the Provincial Government

was indirect and generally from customs and excise

In most of the Provinces large portion of the indirect

taxes which might be considered as arising in the

particular localities and were collected through the

medium of licenses was applied to local and not general

or provincial purposes We must assumeS this was
known to the framers of the British North America Act

and that whilst they were in effect prohibiting the

Local Legislatures from levying indirect taxes they did

not wish to deprive these Provinces or localities of the

revenue which the local or municipal authorities had

been for many years receiving and applying to purely
local purposes In that view then when framing sec

92 of the Statute and by No providing for making
laws for municipal institutions in the Provinces
attention would be naturally drawn to the powers

conferred on those bodies in the several Provinces and

the means which they had of raising money and they

would find that in most if not all of the Provinces

the amount to be paid for tavern licenses was fixed by

the local or municipal authorities and the larger por
tion of the money arising from that tax was applied to

the municipal or local purposes in contra-distinction to

provincial or general purposes If that system was to

be continued it would be necessary to make special

provision therefor inasmuch as the tax by license was

an indirect mode of taxation and the Dominion Parlia

ment was intended alone to possess it Giving power
to the Local Legislature to legislate as to shop saloon

tavern auctioneer and other licenses in order to the

raising of revenue for provincial local or municipal

purposes was certainly one mode of doing this Sup

pose the word provincial had not been there would
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not the fair meaningbe that it was intended to be con- 1878

fined to licenses which were of local character and SEVERN

when it appears that part of the revenue derived from
THE QUEEN

the tavern and shop licenses as in Canada had gone into

the provincial chest an obvious reason existed for add

ing provincial to the local or municipal purposes

In the Province where the most complete system of

municipal institutions existed and which is now the

Province of Ontario the shop and tavern licenses

were issued on the certificates granted under the

authority of by-laws passed by the municipalities or

in cities by the Police Commissioners and the monies

received therefor except the amount payable to the

Provincial Government by way of duty belonged to

the corporation of the municipality in which they were

issued The revenue from auctioneers licenses was

applicable to local objects There were issued under

municipal authority great number of other licenses

including auctioneer which were specially named

and referred to in the Municipal Institutions Act

applicable to Upper Canada then in force to

name which minutely would have been pursuing

course not desirable or convenient Co adopt in an Act

of Parliament of the character of the one under con

sideration but very proper in Statute establishing

municipal institutions and defining their powers
Mr Justice Wilson in his very elaborate judgment in

the Queen Taylor refers to the class of licenses

which seem to have

proper connection with and affinity to those licenses which are

commonly mentioned and found along with shop saloon tavern

and auctioneer licenses

and then mentions licenses on billiard tables victual

ling houses ordinaries houses where fruit are

sold hawkers pedlers transient traders livery stables

intelligence offices

136U.C.Q.B 183
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1878 In some of the Provinces portion of the monies from

SEVERN shop saloon and tavern licenses and perhaps also auc

tioneers licenses formed part of the Provincial revenue
THE QUEEN

The mentioning of these by name shews that the power
to legislate as to them was intended to be given to the

Local Legislatures and thus to interfere with what

would otherwise have been the exclusive right of the

Dominion Parliament to legislate on the subject These

were matter$ in which the municipalities were peculiar

ly interested and as to which the local authorities

woud be much more likely to work out the law in

satisfactory manner In fact as to the other licenses

the Dominion Parliament would be meddling with

parish business ifthey undertook to legislate about them

We can therefore see very good reasons why these

licenses as to local and municipal matters should be

under the control of the Local Legislatures and equally

good reasons why as regards licenses for such matters

as would be likely to affect trade and commerce and

the revenue derivable from the excise and customs

these latter affecting great and paramount interests no

express power was given to the Local Legislatures

It seems to me in naming shop saloon and auc

tioneer licenses the intention was to shew that as these

licenses might possibly be considered applying to objects

from which the Dominion revenue was likely to be de

rived though really matters of local concernment it

would be better to name them and leave the other un
important licenses to be covered by the words and
other licenses

If it had been intended to allow the Local Legislatures

to tax manufactures and particularly the manufactures

of malt and alcoholic liquors from which so large part

of the public reyenues had been and was likely to be

raised it would have been mentioned and mentioned in

other terms than and other licenses
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The Province of Canada before Confederation being 1878

the largest territorially having greater population and SEERN

raising larger revenue than either of the other Pro-
THE QUEEN

vinces and being formed by the union of two Provinces

having different laws and to some extent different in

terests would naturally attract attention as the portion

of the country where some of the objects of Confedera

tion had been practically worked out The legislation

which had prevailed there would naturally be referred

to and would probably have its effect in moulding the

measure which was to effect the destinies of so important

member of the new Confederacy and which was to be

worked out there in common with the other Provinces

think we may without violating any of the rules for

construing Statutes look to the legislation which pre

vailed in any or all of the Provinces in order to enable

us to be put in the position of those who framed the

Laws and give assistance in interpreting the words used

and the object to which they were directed

Now in considering the meaning to be attached to the

words shop licenses am not aware that they

were used as applicable to licenses in any other of

the Provinces we find in referring to the Mun

icipal Institutions Act of Upper Canada then in force

29 and 30 Vic cap 51 shop licenses are said to be

licenses for the retail of spirituous fermented or other

manufactured liquors in quantities not less than one

quart in shops stores or places other than inns ale

houses or places of public entertainment Tavern

licenses is term of more general use and probably

had substantially the same meaning throughout al the

Provinces and that class of license is referred to in the

same Statute and section as licenses for the retail of the

same description of liquors to be drunk in an inn ale

house beer-house or any other house of public enter

tainment in which the same is sold
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1878 The anomaly of allowing the Local Legislatures to

SEVERN compel manufacturer to take out license from the

THE QUEEN
Local Governmentto sell an article which has already

paid heavy excise duty to the Dominion Government

and after he has paid for and obtained license from

the Dominion Government to do the very same thing

is obvious to every one It is not doubted that the

Dominion Legislature had right to lay on this excise

tax and to grant thislicense and the act of the Local

Legislature forbids and punishes the brewer for doing

that which the Dominion Statute permits and allows

Here surely is what seems direct conflict and interfer

ence with the act of the Dominion Legi$lature and such

conflict as the framers of the British North America

Act never contemplated or intended

should be very much surprised to learn that any

gentleman concerned in preparing or revising the

British North America Act ever supposed that under

the term and other licenses it was intended to confer

on the Local Legislatures the power of interfering with

every Statute passed by the Dominion Parliament for

regulating trade and commerce or for raising money
under customs and excise laws If it be decided that

the words used confer the power in the broad sense

contended for there can hardly be an occupation or

business carried on which may not need license from

the Local Legislature and if they have the right to

impose that kind of taxation why should they

restricted from doing so
have already intimated that the largest portion of

the revenues of Canada will probably be derived from

duties raised under customs and excise laws and that the

powerof direct taxation will seldom be resorted to but

that it was undoubtedly necessary to guard against all

possible contingencies as to deficient revenue to give

to the Dominion Parliament the power of direct taxation
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It may be urged that in this way conflict may arise 1878

between the two authorities When tax is directly SEVERN

imposed the powerimposing it authorises its own officers
THE QUEEN

to collect it but when the conflict arises from license

the party who is required to take out the license may or

may not do so as he pleases and he may cease to carry

on the business and in that way deprive the Govern

ment of the revenue it would otherwise have received

do not think it necessary for the elucidation of my
views to reiterate the arguments contained in the very

elaborate judgment of Mr Justice Wilson in the case of

the Queen Taylor That judgment was prepared

when was member of that Court after most care

ful consideration and consultation with all the Judges

of the Court

The fact that that judgment was reversed in the Court

of Error and Appeal of Ontario and that so many of my
learned Brothers in this Court dissent from the views

there expressed of course naturally creates in my mind

some distrust as to the correctness of my own conclu

sions It may be that do not take sufficiently techni

cal view of the matter that look too much to the sur

rounding circumstances and the legislation which

consider applicable to the subject and that my mind is

too much influenced by those circumstances But

consider the question to be decided is of the very greatest

importance to the well working of the system of Gov
ernment under which we now live consider the

power now claimed to interfere with the paramount

authority of the Dominion Parliament in matters of trade

and commerce and indirect taxation so pregnant

with evil and so contrary to what appears to me to be

the manifest intention of the framers of the British North

America Act that cannot come to the conclusion that

it is conferred by the language cited as giving that

power
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1878 By the interpretation give to the words limiting

SVERN them to the other licenses which are of local and

THE QUEEN
municipal character and giving full force to the words

shop saloon tavern and auctioneer licenses think

carry out the intention of the British North America

Act and make all the powers harmonise Those of the

Dominion Parliament to regulate trade and commerce

and to exercise the power of indirect taxation except the

shop tavern saloon and auctioneer licenses and those of

purely local and municipal character and the Local

Legislature has the powers so excepted ont of the exclu

sive powers of the Dominion Parliament together with

the right of direct taxation

It is suggested that as under section 90 of the Statute

the Governor General may disallow any Act of Local

Legislature likely to cause conflict with Statutes of the

Dominion Parliament any apprehended difficulty or in

convenience might be avoided by the exercise of that

power
Tinder our system of Government the disallowing of

Statutes passed by Local Legislature after due deliber

ation asserting right to exercise powers which they

claim to possess under the British North America Act will

always be considered harsh exercise of power unless in

cases of great and manifest necessity or where the Act

is so clearly beyond the powers of the Local Legislature

that the propriety of interfering would at once be

recognised

My views may be briefly summed up thus

consider under the British North America Act the

power to regulate trade and commerce rests exclu

sively with the Dominion Parliament as also the right

to raise money by the mode of indirect taxation except

so far as the same may be expressly given to the Local

Legislatures

Making it necessary to take out and pay for license
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to sell by wholesale or retail spirituous fermented or
1878

other manufactured liquors is raising money by the SEVERN

indirect mode of taxation THE QUEEN

think all the authority given to the Local Legis

latures to exercise the power of raising money by the

indirect mode of taxation is contained in sec 92 of the

British North America Act which gives power to

legislate on the subject of

Municipal institutions in the Province

Shop saloon tavern auctioneer and other licenses in order to

the raising revenue for provincial local or municipal puryoses

Looking at the state of things existing in the

Provinces at the time of passing the British North

America Act and the legislation then in force in the

different Provinces on the subject and the general scope

and object of Confederation then about to take place

think it was not intended by the words other

licenses to enlarge the powers referred to beyond shop

saloon and tavern licenses in the direction of licenses

to affect the general purposes of trade and commerce

and the levying of indirect taxes but rather to limit

them to the licenses which might be required for

objects which were merely municipal or local in their

character

If the power can be properly exercised by the Local

Legislatures to raise money by this indirect mode of

taxation cannot doubt it will be largely exercised and

probably without reference to the effect it may have on

the means which the Dominion Parliament may resort

to for the purpose of raising revenue It is signifi

cant fact that since the passing of the Act requiring

manufacturers of spirituous malt or other manufactured

liquors to take out liceiise to sell by wholesale the

Legislature of Omtario has increased the sum payable

for such licenses from fifty dollars to one hundred and

fifty dollars
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1878 think the appeal should be allowed with costs and

SEVERN judgment in the Court below entered for the Defendant

THE QUEEN
on the demurrer to the information with costs

1ITCHIE

The only question raised in this case is Has the

Legislature of Ontario authority to raise revenue from

brewers by requiring them to take out licenses to

enable them to carry on their business and dispose of

their beer within the Province of Ontario

This should feel no difficulty in answering in the

negative but for sub-section of section 92 of the British

North America Act 1867

No doubt this is an indirect tax and Local Legislatures

are -by the British North America Act confined in their

power of raising money to direct taxation within the

Province in order to the raising of revenue for pro
vincial purposes except so far as their power is extended

by section 92 which authorizes the Legislature in each

Province exclusively to make laws in relation to mat
ters coming within the classes of subjects next therein

after enumerated of which sub-section specifies

Shop saloon tavern auctioneer and other licenses in order to the

raising of revenue for provincial local or municipal purposes

This brings up the question on which humbly

think this case turns viz what licenses did the Legis

lature intend to cover by the words and other

licenses Had the licenses specified in this section

been ejusdem generis had they been confined to those

which throughout the Dominion previously to Confed

eration had been granted only by municipal authori

ties and had the revenue authorized to be raised been

for municipal purposes alone should have thought

there was much force in the contention that the words

and other licenses should be read in restricted
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sense We are not in my opinion to look to the state 1878

of the law at the time of Confederation in the adjoining SEVERN

Republic or the difficulties there experienced as afford-
THE QUEEN

ing any guide to the construction of the British North

America Act nor with all respect for the Province of

Ontario do think the Act should be read by the light

of an Ontario candle alone that is by the state of the

law at the time of Confederation in that Province with

out reference to what the law was in other parts of the

Dominion If the law at the time of Confederation is to

be looked at as affording key to the construction of

the Statute then the state of the law throughout the

Dominion must think be looked at and not that of

any individual Province as think it clear that the

Statute was to have uniform construction throughout
the whole Dominion and the powers of all the Local

Legislatures were to be alike But as the case stands

can see no reason why the golden ruleas it has been often

called by which Judges are to be guided in the con

struction of Acts of Parliament should be departed

from viz to read the words of an Act of Parliament in

their natural ordinary and grammatical sense giving

them meaning to their full extent and capacity there

being nothing to be discovered on the face of the

Statute to show that they were not intended to bear

that construction nor anything in the Act inconsistent

with the declared intention of the Legislature

cannot think it was intended to confine the powers

of the Local Legislature for the raising of revenue for

provincial purposes to licenses of purely municipal

character granted most frequently rather with view

to police regulations than for purposes of revenue and

which when granted for the latter object could hardly

be supposed to be more than adequate for local and

municipal purposes think the power given under

sub-section should be construed as intended to
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1878 furnish the Local Legislature with the means of raising

SEVERN substantial revenue for provincial purposes from all

THE QUEEN
such licenses as at the time of Confederation were

granted in the now Dominion either by provincial or

municipal authority

have said before the licenses named are not ejusdem

generis for certainly auctioneer licenses are not ejusdem

generis with tavern licenses nor always granted by

the same authority for in New Brunswick while

tavern licenses were granted by the municipal authority

auctioneer licenses were granted by the Lieutenant

G-overnor and so with respect to distillers an annual

license had to be obtained from the Provincial

Treasurer so also forinerly with respect to hawkers

pedlers and petty chapmen provincial duty was im

posed and they wOre required to take license from

the Treasurer of the Province and again in New

Brunswick licenses other than those of police or

municipal character were granted by municipal

authority as licenses for the sale of liquors by whole

sale no person being allowed to sell any liquor by

wholesale without license which liquors the Statute

declared inter alia to be

Ale porter strong beer or any other fermented or intoxicating

liquor

From this brewers were not exempt there being no

exception in their favor And by the Vic ch 35 it

was enacted

Sec That it shall and may be lawful for the mayor of the said

city St John and he is hereby authorized to license persons being

natural born British subjects or such as shall become naturalized or

be made denizens to use any art trade mystery or occupation or

carry on any business in merchandize or otherwise within the said

city on paying yearly such sum not exceeding five pounds nor less

than five shillings to be fixed and determined by an ordinance of

See 10 Geo IV 27
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the corporation for the use of the mayor aldermen and commonalty 1878

of the said city of St John together with the fees of office and be

subjeOt also to the payment of all other charges taxes rates or

assessments as any freeman or other inhabitant of the said city Tu QznN
mayby law be liable to or chargeable with

Sec And that aliens the subjects of any other country at peace

with Great Britain may be licensed by the mayor of the said city

to use any art trade mystery or occupation or to carry on any
business in merchandise or otherwise within the said city on paying

annually for the use of the mayor aldermen and commonalty of the

said city sum not exceeding twenty-five pounds nor less than five

pounds together with fees of office to be regulated by an ordinance

of the corporation and be subject also to the payment of all other

charges taxes rates or assessments as any freeman or any other

inhabitant of the said city may by law be liable to or chargeable

with

Therefore think the rule noscitur sociis cannot

apply in this case

It is said this construction cnflicts with the power
of the Dominion Government to regulate trade and

commerce and the raising of money by any mode or

system of taxation All can say in answer to that is

that so far and so far only as the raising of revenue

for provincial municipal and local purposes is con

cerned the British North 4merica Act in my opinion

gives to the Local Legislatures not an inconsistent but

concurrent power of taxation and fail to see any

necessary conflict certainly no other or greater than

would necessarily arise from the exercise of the power
of direct taxation and the granting of shop and auc
tioneer licenses specially vested iii the local legislatures

It cannot be doubted apprehend that both the Local

Legislatures and Dominion Parliament may raise

revenue by direct taxation and if so why may not

both raise revenue by means of licenses There need

be no more conflict in the one case than in the other

The granting of shop and auctioneer licenses necessarily

interferes with trade and commerce the former with
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1878 retail trade the latter with both wholesale and retail

trade for in large business centres auctioneers sales

on wholesale scale are of daily occurrence
THE QUEEN

Should at any time the burthen imposed by the

Local Legislature under this power in fact conflict

injuriously with the Dominion power to regulate trade

and commerce or with the Dominion power to raise

money by any mode or system of taxation the power

vested in the Governor General of disallowing any such

legislation practically affords the means by which

serious difficulty may be prevented But do not think

we have any right to suppose for moment that the

Local Legislatures would legislate save for the legitimate

purpose of raising revenue and not as to interfere

unnecessarily or injuriously with the legislation of the

Dominion Parliament still less so as to destroy the very

business from which the revenue is to be derived

think the construction have indicated of the

words and other licenses is not only in accordance

with the literal interpretation of the language but is

consistent with the policy and purview of the Statute

which as said before in my opinion was to

give to the Local Legislatures the rights and power in

addition to direct taxation to raise substantial revenue

for provincial as well as for municipal purposes by

means of licenses such as were and might have been

granted at the time of Confederation by the several

Provincial Governments and municipal authorities and

is not confined to licenses which are of purely muni

cipal character and from which do not think brewer

is any more exempt than shop-keeper or auctioneer

He could not sell by wholesale in New Brunswick at

the time of Confederation without license and do

not think he can do so now in Ontario

It may be right for me to say that it is oniy under
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the words and other licenses and solely in order to 1878

the raising of revenue for the purpose named in sub- SEV1EN

section that in my opinion the Local Legislatures THE QUEEN
have the right of imposing this burthen or tax on

brewers

STRONG

am of opinion that the judgment of the Courtbelow

ought to be affirmed

As this Court is now for the first time dealing

with question involving the construction of that

provision of the British North America Act which

prescribes the powers of the Provincial Legislatures

do not consider it out of place to state general

principle which in my opinion should be applied

in determining questions relating to the constitutional

validity of Provincial Statutes It is consider our

duty to make every possible presumption in favor of

such Legislative Acts and to endeavor to discover

construction of the British North America Act which

will enable us to attribute an impeached Statute to

due exercise of constitutional authority before taking

upon ourselves to declare that in assuming to pass it

the Provincial Legislature usurped powers which did

not legally belong to it and in doing this we are to

bear in mind that it does not belong to Courts of Jus
tice to interpolate constitutional restrictions their

duty being to apply the law not to make it

It must therefbre before we can determine that the

Legislature of the Province of Ontario have exceeded

their powers in passing this Act be conclusively shown
that it cannot be classed under any of the subjects of

legislation enumerated in section 92 of the British

North America Act which is tO be read as an exception

to the preceding section

8k
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1878 The provision contained in the 26th section of the

SEVERN Ontario Act 3l Vic cap 32 does not require all brewers

to obtain licenses to enable them to sell the beer manu
HE QUEEN

factured by them but the restriction against selling

without license is confined to the sale by wholesale of

beer sold for consumption within the Province can

not well see with what object the distinction was

made between beer to be consumed in and that to be

consumed without the Province unless it was either

upon the assumption that the right exclusively con

ferred upon the Parliament of the Dominion to regulate

trade and commerce did not extend to the internal

trade of the Provinces or upon the supposition that the

law would be authorized by the right to legislate in

exercise of what was designated in the argument of this

case as the police power which it was contended the

Provinces possess Neither of these grounds consti

tuted valid reasons for making this discrimination

That the regulation of trade and commerce in the

Provinces domestic and internal as well as foreign and

external is by the British North America Act exclusively

conferred upon the Parliament of the Dominion calls

for no demonstration for the language of the Act is

explicit

With reference to the police power am of opinion

also for reason which will state hereafter that the

distinction could have no legal effect

regard the Act therefore as one the validity of

which is to be tested precisely in the same manner as

if it had required all persons carrying on the trade of

brewing in the Province of Ontario to qualify themselves

by taking out licenses

It was argued for the Crown and particularly pressed

by one of the learned counsel Mr Grooks that the

fee payable for this license was direct tax or in the
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nature of direct tax and so authorized by section 92 1878

sub-section SEVERN

do not think this arguluent well founded It TUE QEEV

might not be easy to specify priori what is meantby

direct tax under that sub-section One species

of tax which would be direct tax suggests itself at

oncea capitatioa tax but it is not material to pursue

the enquiry lt is evident that accepting the mean

ing given to the term indirect tax by political

economists tax on manufactures by means of license

is within the definition since the payment of it ultima

tely fails upon the consumer Licenses are always

classed by economists with excise taxes The authori

ties referred to in the judgment of the late Chief

Justice of the Court of Appeal in The Queen Tajlor

seem conclusive as to this

It was also contended by counsel for the Respondent

that under the words Municipal Institutions in the

Province which constitute sub-section of sec 92

orunder sub-section 16 of the same section which gives

legislative power in all matters of merely local or

private nature in the Province the Provincial Legis

latures possess authority to legislate in exercise of what

American authorities have conveniently termed the

Police Power meaning power to legislate respect

ing ferries markets fares to be charged for vehicles let

for hire the regulation of the retail sale of spirits and

liquors and on number of other cognate but inde

finite subjects which in all countries where the

English municipal system or anything resembling it

prevails have been generally regarded and dealt with

as subjects of municipal regulation

Without expressing any opinion as to the soundness

See Mvnn Illinois 462 Dillon on Municipal Cor

Otto 125 et seq Potters Dwarris porations sec 93
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1878 of this argument am of opinion that even if it was

SEVERN entitled to prevail it could not warrant the imposition

ThE QUEEN
of license tax upon the manufacture or wholesale sale

of beer any more than it would authorize similar tax

upon any other manufacture or commerce by wholesale

think however that in ascribing the power of the

Legislature to pass this Statute sub-section of sec

tion 92 the learned counsel for the Crown put their case

upon the true ground That provision is i.n the follow

ing words

Shop saloon tavern auctioneer and other licenses in order to the

raising of revenue for provincial local or municipal purposes

In the Queen Taylor the Court of Appeal of

Ontario adjudicating upon the question now before this

Court determined that the words other licenses as

used in this section gave power to impose licenses upon

persons carrying on the trade of brewers

This conclusion was reached by the consideration that

all powers conferred in section 92 wee to be read and

regarded as exceptions to those enumerated in section

91 and by that section given to Parliament That sec

tion 92 was therefore to be construed as if it had been

contained in an Act.Of the Imperial Parliament separate

and apart from section 91 and is therefore to be read

independently of that section The rule applied in the

construction of Statutes which restrains general words

following specific words to subjects ejusdem generis with

those specifically mentioned was thought not to be appli

cable inasmuch as the specific words were not ejusdern

generis with each other and it was therefore impossi

ble to say with which class of the specific classes men

tioned the general words should be associated in short

it was held to be impossible to apply to this clause the

well known maxim of interpretation noscitur sociis

36 218
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The words other licenses were therefore held to be 1878

susceptible of only one construction that which attri- SEVERN

buted to them the same meaning as if the expression in
TEE

the Act had been any licenses or all licenses

standing alone unconnected with any specific words

was party to the judgment in The Queen TaJlor

and careful consideration since has not only not led

me to discover any error in it but has brought to my
notice authorities not quoted to the Court of Appeal as

well as some additional reasons for adhering to the de
cision

In Regina vs Pajne this principle of construction

was applied recent text writer gives succint

statement of this case and of the principle involved in

it which adopt and whic.h is contained in the

following quotation

Further the principle in question applies only where the specific

words are all of the same nature When they are of different

nature the meaning of the general word remains unaffected by

its connection with them Thus where an Act made it penal to con

vey to prisoner in order to facilitate his escape any mask dress

or disguise or any letter or any other article or thing it WRS held

that the last terms were to be understood in their primary and wide

meaning and as including any article or thing whatsoever which

could in any manner facilitate the escape of prisoner such as

crowbar Here the several particular words disguise and letter
exhausted whole genera and the last general words must be under

stood therefore as referred to other genera

It is scarcely possible to suppose an authority more

exactly in point than that just cited The only difference

in principle between the two cases being that in the

instance quoted this rule of construction was applied in

a1i1inal case and against the prisoner here it was

pplied by the Court of Appeal in support of pre

27 166 Harris .Tenns
Maxwell on Statutes 303 152 Pearson Hull

Edmundson Local Board of Health

77 Young Oraitridge 921
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1878 sumption which the highest authorities and which

SEVERN reason ifthere was no authority tell us ought always

THE QUEEN
to be made in favor of the constitutional validity of

Legislative Act

But without any reference to authority the impossi

bility of saying by which of the particular expressions

shop saloon tavern or auctioneers the general words

were to be restrained ought venture to say with

deference to those whodiffer from me to force the broad

construction of the words other licenses upon
court called upon to construe this clause as necessary

and unavoidable interpretation

Then the attribution of this meaning to the clause

under consideration does not lead to any harsh or

unreasonable consequences The result of it is that

the people of the Provinces have the power through
their representatives to tax themselves for Provincial

local or municipal purposes by means of licenses to any
extent they may choose which may perhaps not be

considered to be an extravagant power wheü it is

rememberedthat the license tax is the only source of

Provincial Revenue other than the Public Lands the

subsidy from the general government and money
raised by direct taxation which however ample in

this particular Province and at the present time may
not in other Provinces or in this at some future time

be productive of sufficient income to meet the expendi

ture required for carrying on the Provincial Govern

ment

The imposition of licenses authorized by this sub

section is it will be observed confined to licenses

for the purposes of revenue and it is not to be assumed

that the Provincial Legislatures will abuse the power

See Cadeit Earle decided since this judgment was

Ch Div 710 per Sir George delivered

essell Master of the Rolls
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or exercise it in such way as to destroy any trade or
1878

occupation Should it appear explicitly on the face of SEVERN

any Legislative Act that license tax was imposed ThE QUEEN
with such an object it would not be tax authorized

by this section and it might be liable to be judicially

pronounced extra vires And however carefully the

purpose or object of such an enactment might be veiled

the foresight of those who framed our constitutional Act

led them to provide remedy in the 90th section of the

Act by vesting the power of disallowance of Provincial

Acts in the Executive Power of the Dominion the

Governor General in Council There is therefore no

room for the application of any argument ab inconve

nienti sufficient to neutralize the rule of verbal con

struction already referred to

have considered with all the attention in mypower
the reasoning which the Chief Justice has enunciated

in his judgment to day as well as in his former judg

inent in the case of Slavin Orillia but am unable

to accede to the doctrine that we are to attribute to the

words other licenses the same meaning as though

the expression had been such other licenses as were

formerly imposed in the Province or equivalent

words

The result of such construction would be that the

same words would have different meaning in different

Provinces and that the several Provincial Legislatures

would have different powers of taxation though the

power is included in the same grant This it appears

to me would be in direct contravention of the princi

ple which forbids different interpretation being given

to general law in different localities however much

local laws or usages may favor such diverse interpreta

tions

36 172

Hoig 721 Saltren Cald 444
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1878 However apart from authority cannot think this

SEVERN was the intention of the Imperial Parliament think

everything indicates that co-equal and co-ordinate legis
IRE QUEEN

lative powers in every particular were conferred by the

Act on the Provinces and know of no principle of

interpretation which would authorize such reading of

the British North America Act as that proposed Had
such been the design of the framers of the Act the

meaning of which can oniy discover from the words

in which it is expressed we should have found the case

provided for

The objection that the wider construction which

have attributed to subsection brings that provi

sion into collision with sub-section of section 91

which confers the power of regulating trade and com

merce on the Parliament of the Dominion is think

fully answered by reading the subjects enumerated in

section 92 as excepted from section 91 It is conceive

the duty of tie Court so to construe the British North

America Act as to make its several enactments harmonize

with each other and this maybe effected without doing

any violence to the Act by reading the enumerated

powers in section 92 in the manner suggested as excep
tions from those given to the Dominion by section 91

Read in this way sub-section must be construed to

mean the regulation of trade and commerce save in so far

as power to interfere with it is by section 92 conferred

upon the Provinces Imposing licenses on auctioneers

and shops is an undoubted interference with trade and

commerce and if the words other licenses have the

wide primary meaning which think is to be attri

buted to them why should they be cut down and re

garded as inconsistent with sub-section any more

than the words authorizing specific licenses The read

ing of sub-section of section 91 as subject to the ex

ception of auctioneer and shop licenses is absolutely
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necessary to reconcile the two clauses and if that be so 1878

upon what principles can the classes of licenses what- SEVERN

ever they may be which are covered by the words
THE QUEEN

other licenses be excluded from the exception

The words other licenses must either be silenced

altogether or else whatever they may mean in conjunc

tion with the preceding specific words they must be

read as an exception to sub-section and every other

enumeration of section 91 with which they would con

flict if otherwise construed

That Parliament has general unrestrained power of

taxation can make no difference The same answer

applies to this objection as that just suggested as re

gards sub-section but in addition there is no re

pugnancy or inconsistency between this general power

of taxation in the Dominion and the restricted Tight to

tax in the Provinces

It is true that the same tax might be laid on by both

Legislatures but this constitutes no such absurd or un
just consequence as would necessitate rejection of the

obvious primary meaning of the words of the Act If

in section 91 unlimited power of taxing is given and

in section 92 power is given to tax brewers and read

the act as if that had been expressed in so many words

there would not so far as can see be any inconsis

tency

The general Legislature can undoubtedly tax auc

tioneers and by express words the Local Legislatures

have authority to do tM same The Act therefore con

tains internal evidence that the double power of taxa

tion was not considered inconvient or absurd The pro
tection of the people against oppressive taxation was

left to their representatives in the Provincial Legisla

tures as well as in Parliament

Some arguments addressed to the Court seem to have
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1878 been intended to elicit opinions as to the locality of the

SEvERN power of prohibiting legislation with reference to the

THE QUEEN
trade in spirituous liquors wine and beer This so far

as retail trade is concerned must depend on the proper

answers to two questions 1st Do the Local Legisla

tures possess what is called the police power 2nd If

they do does it authorize them to legislate so as to pro

hibit or only to regulate the retail traffic in liqours

The decision of this case does not call for any answer to

either of these questions and therefore forbear from

expressing any opinion upon them since such an opinion

would in my point of view be extra judicial and there

fore improper

My conclusion is that it was within the competence

of the Legislature of Ontario to pass the Statute in

question and that this appeal should therefore be

dismissed with costs.

TASCHEREAU

The only question submitted for our decision is

whether the Legislature of Ontario had the power to

pass the statute 37 Victoria chapter 32 under which the

Appellant was condemned requiring Brewers to take

out license for selling fermented or malt liquor by

wholesale

must confess that for some time had strong doubts

against the legality of the pretensions of the Defendant

$evern amounting very nearly to conviction but after

long and mature deliberation came to the conclusion

that the sections of that Act applicable to the Defend

ant were ultra vires

On reference to sectidn 92 of the BritishNorth America

Act 1867 we find that the subjects of exclusive

Provincial Legislation are determined in somewhat

concise language but nevertheless with sufficient
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explicitness to be well ascertained after careful 1878

examination of the whole Act SEVERN

On reference to sub-section of section 92 we find
THE QUEEN

that direct taxation only is one of the privileges of

Local Legislatures in order to raise revenue for

Provincial purposes and under sub-section of this

same section 92 it is enunciated that their powers

shall extend to make laws about

Shop saloon thvern auctioneer and other licenses in order to

the raising of revenue for provincial local or municipal purposes

but it is evident that in adjudicating on the extent of

sub-section of section 92 we must read it in con

nection with the remainder of the Act itself and more

particularly with sub-sections and 29 of section 91

which indicate the powers of the Parliament of Canada

Under sub-section of section 91 the Parliament has

the exclusive regulation of trade and commerce and

under sub-section 29 of section 91 it is declared that

Any matter coming within any of the classes of subjects enumerat

ed in this section shall not be deemed to come within the class of

matters of local or private nature comprised in the enumeration of

the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the

Legislatures of the Provinces

From section 122 of the British North America Act

we can safely infer that the Parliament of Canada has

exclusive jurisdiction as to excise

Coming to sub-section of section 92 of the British

North America Act say that it is out of the question

for the Crown to rest its case on this sub-section for

according to it the only tax the Government of Ontario

could raise would be direct one and not an indirect

one such as the one complained of The authorities

quoted at the Bar warrant this interpretation of the

nature of the tax

direct tax is one which is demanded from the very person

who it is intended or desired should pay it Indirect taxes are
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1878 those which are demanded from on person in the expectation and

intention that he shall indemnify himself at the expense ofSEVERN
another

TBE QUEEN Now from what have read and haid think there

is no difficttlty in assuming that the tax imposed on the

Brewer selling by wholesale in the present case is an

indirect tax so that this question should not be further

pressed against the Defendant Severn

Now can the Crown justify the Act in question in

this cause under subsection of section 92 of the

British North America Act which grants to Provincial

Legislatures in the Dominion of Canada the right of

making laws about shop saloon tavern auctioneer

and other licenses think not This power would

evidently clash with the Dominion power of regulat

ing trade and commerce and of imposing duties there

on and exacting licenses If this right existed both

Parliament and Provincial Legislatures would possess

an equal right to impose duty and exact licenses

But what is the meaning of the words and other

licenses immediately following the words shop
aloon tavern auctioneer answer that taken

in connection with all the surrounding circumstances

and with the various sections of the British North

America Act they certainly cannot mean anything

which could be interpreted as granting such powers

as those claimed by the Ontario Legislature They
must not be so interpreted as to clash with the

general spirit of that last mentioned Act and its

special enactments In word they cannot be so

interpreted as to give to the Ontario Legislature right

to affect the general control of the Dominion over trade

commerce and excise and its sovereignty over the

country by diminishingsome of its principal sources

of revenue If these words mean what is contended

Mills Principles of Political Economy Vol.2 Ed 1871 415
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for by the prosecution sub-section 29 of section 91 of 1878

the British North America Act is nonsensical and SEVERN

should be struck out of the statute But these words
THE QUEEN

may and must mean all matters and regulations of

Police and the government of those saloons taverns

auctioneers and if these words can not bear

this last interpretation the section has no meaning or

is ultra vires therefore say that the Defendant

Severn could not be legally convicted under the Act in

question as he has been by the judgment appealed

from in the present case and that that judgment

should be reversed

FOURNIER

The only question to be decided in this case arises on

the constitutionality of law of the Province of Ontario

imposing upon brewers and distillers the obligation of

taking out license of $50 in order that they may sell

their products within the said Province

The question we have therefore toconsider is whether

the law in question is or is not in direct conflict with

the British North America Act and more particularly

1st with No of section 91 relating to the regula
tion of trade and commerce and 21y with section 122

which gives to the Parliament of Canada the control

over the custom and excise laws and therefore beyond

the limitsof the jurisdiction of the Ontario Legislature

The principal provisions in the British North America

Act which have reference to the present question are

the following

Sec 91 gives power to the Parliament of ianada

To make laws for the peace orderand good government of Canada

in relation to all matters not coming within the classes of subjects

by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the Provinces

and for greater certainty but not so as to restrict the generality of
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1878 the foregoing terms of this section it is hereby declared that not

SEVERN
withstanding anything in this Act the exclusive legislative author

ity of the Parljament of Canada extends to all matters coming

THE QUEEN within the classes of subjects next hereinafter enumerated

Amongst others

2nd The regulation of trade and commerce

3rd The raising of money by any mode or system of taxation

And any matter coming within any of the classes of subjects

enumerated in this section shall not be deemed to come within the

class of matters of local or private nature comprised in the enumer

ation of the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to

the Legislatures of the Provinces

Sec 92 In each Province the Legislature may exclusively make

laws in relation to matters coming within the classes of subjects

next hereinafter enumerated

Amongst others.-

Direct taxation within the Province in order to the raising of

revenue for Provincial purposes

Shop saloon tavern auctioneer and other licenses in order to

the raising of revenue for provincial local or municipal purposes

Sec 95 Tn each Province the Legislature may make laws in rela

tion to agriculture in the Province and to immigration into the

Province and it is hereby declared that the Parliament of Canada

may from time to time make laws in relation to agriculture in all or

any of the Provinces and to immigration into all or any of the Pro

vinces and any law of the Legislature of Province relative to

agriculture or immigration shall have effect in and for the Province

long and as far only as it is not repugnant to any Actof the Parlia

mnt of Canada

Sec 122 The custom and excise laws of each Province shall sub

ject to the provisions of this Act continue in force until altered by

the Parliament of Canada

Before considering the two points above mentioned

think it necessary to review briefly the argument of

the learned counsel of Her Majesty founded on their

interpretation of the words and other licenses in

paragraph of section 92 They contend as it was

contended by the Court of Appeal of Ontario in the

case of The Queen Talor where the same question
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arose that the expression made use of is large enough 1878

to give jurisdiction to the Ontario Legislature to pass the SEVERN

law in question
THE QUEEN

Now if these terms are not to have the broad signifi

cation which at first sight their general meaning seems

to convey what restrictions should be put on them
What subjects would be susceptible of taxation by the

mode of licenses and what subjects would be exempt
from such taxation The line of division is no doubt

somewhat difficult to be drawn in consequence of

vagueness and want of precision in drafting the para
graph in which these expressions are to be found but

the Dominion no more than the Provinces can in

crease its jurisdiction by its own legislation and we
must therefore notwithstanding the delicacy of the

task have recourse to judicial interpretation in order

to know the limits of both powers

Is it true as is contended by the learned counsel of

Her Majesty that being unable to construe the words

and other licenses in paragraph according to the

ordinary rule that general words following specific

words must be taken to mean something of the same

kind ejusdeni generis the power to impose licenses

is therefore absolute and unlimited

They lay down their proposition as follows

The rule of ejusdem generis is inapplicable here first in there

being no controlling or particular classes to refer to in order to

determine the like classes to which the word other might be

referred with any definiteness and 2ndly because the latter words

enlarge other licenses into all such as the legislative authority may
consider necessary to the raising of revenue

It is true that auctioneer licenses were for long time

regulated by different law from that which regulated

the granting of licenses for shops taverns saloons

But even before Confederation the Legislature of Canada

had assimilated them at least in the Province of Upper
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1878 Canada to these other.licenses.and had subjected them

SEVERN with the latter to the control of the municipalities

THE QUEEN They had at least for that Province become ejusdem

generis In Lower Canada the revenue derived from

them had ceased to be appropriated for the general use

of the Government in order to form part of the

seigniorial indemnity fund for the purpose of paying

off the dues of the censitaires which the Government

had undertaken to pay

Without attaching more importance than is necessary

to the application of the rule of ejusdem generis is it

not more logical to suppose that the Imperial Legisla

ture finding already in some of the laws these licenses

treated as of the same kind as other licenses did like

wise and dealt with them as belonging to the one class

and therefore should we not apply in construing this

9th paragraph the rule of ejusdem generis Otherwise

we must come to the conclusion that the insertion of

the word auctioneer which no doubt was put

in give the Local Goyernment further source

of revenue would have the effect of giving to the

Local Legislature an unlimited power to tax by

means of licenses This cannot have been the inten

tion of the Imperial Parliament They cannot by

the insertion of that word have made provision

which would have the effect of destroying the

financial system of both the Dominion and the Provinces

established by the ConstituLion The intention was no

doubt that they should have limited signification in

accordance with the distinct powers so carefully allotted

to the Federal and Local Governments

Moreover am far from admitting that the word

other coming immediately after an enumeration can

always have that broad meaning on the contrary

am of opinion that it should nearly always be accepted

in restricted sense and that the cases in which its
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signification is absolute and unlimited are exceptional 1878

This is the rule as laid down by Chief Justice Erie SVERN

in the case of Williams Goiding when construing T$E QUEEN
the words other person and by Lord Campbell Chief

Justice in the case of Reed Ingham 2while inter

preting the words other craft

See also the case of The East London Waterworics Co

The Trustees of Mile End Old Town and the case

of the King The Justices of Surrey

Besides if these words and other licenses

should not be construed which do not admit

according to the above ordinary rule would it follow

that there is not to be found in the Constitutional Act

itself taking general view of it as well as of certain

of its provisions mode of solving this question con

formably to the spirit of the Act rather than according

to the views of the learned Counsel of Her Majesty
First was it not the clear intention of the Imperial

Parliament to establish two distinct Governments with

special and exclusive powers in order to avoid all con
flict between the different authorities

To prove this it is not necessary to refer to the cir

cumstances before the present state of affairs The
clear and precise terms of the Constitutional Act itself

are sufficient to show this It may be as well how
ever to remark that the British lSTorth America Act

contains in substance hardly anything more than the

Quebec resolutions their object at that time being most

certainly to constitute two distinct Governments with

different and exclusive powers This is also in effect

what the new Constitution provides for especially by
sections 91 and 92 which distribute the legislative

power to the Dominion and Provincial Legislatures

77 17 521

889 Term Pp 504 510
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1878 The 91st section gives to the Federal Parliament the

generalpower of taxation sovereignty over all sub-

THE except those specifically mentioned in section 92 as

being subjects exclusively belonging to the Local Legis-

latures We find among the exclusive powers given to

the Federal Parliament the power of regulating trade

and commerce

This power being full and complete cannot be

restricted unless by some specific provision to be found

in the British North America Act

For this reason the relative position of the Provinces

towards the Federa Parliament is far different from that

of the States towards the United States Congress Here

the power to regulate trade and commerce without any

distinction as to interior and exterior commerce belongs

exclusively to the 1ominion Parliament whilst in the

United States Congress has power only to deal with

exterior or foreign commerce commerce befween the

different States and that with the Indian tribes The

States not having delegated to Congress the power of

regulating interior commerce still have power to

legislate on it as they please We should not therefore

look to the numerous decisions rendered on the laws

relating to the interior commerce as precedents applic

able to the present case but rather to the detiibns

given on laws passed by the State Legislatures which

happened to come in conflict with the power of Con

gress to deal with exterior commerce

There is decision rendered as early as 1827 which

has always been looked upon as being the true con

struction of that article of the Constitution of the

United State whith gives Congress power to regulate

exterior commerce and which is very applicable to the

present case It is that rendered in the case of Brown

State of Maryland In order to raise revenue to

12 Wheaton 419
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meet the expenses of the State the Legislature of Mary- 1878

land passed law by which amongst other things im-

porters of foreign merchandise enumerated in the law
THE QUEEN

or such other persons as should sell by wholesale such

merchandize were directed to take out license for

which they were to pay $50 before selling any of the

imported goods subjecting them in case of neglect or

refusal to forfeit the amount due for the license and

to penalty of $100

Brown who was an importer residing in the city of

Baltimore refused to pay this tax and an information

was in consequences laid against him before the State

Court which declared the law to be valid and con

demned him to pay the penalty prescribed

This judgment was appealed by means of writ of

error to the Supreme Court which Court for the reasons

so ably propounded by the learned Chief Justice

Marshall declared the law void as coming in conflict

with the power of Congress to regulate exterior com
merce

The question here naturally arises what was the

extent of that power This question was considered

at great length in the case of Gibbons Ogden by

Chief Justice Marshall who answered it as follows

It is the power to regulate that is to prescribe the rule by which

commerce is to be governed This power like all others vested in

Congress is complete in itse1f may be exercised to its utmost

extent and acknowledges no limitations other than are prescribed

by the Constitution

Since this is the law in the United States there is an

dditional reason why it should be so declared here

where our Constitution does not acknowledge as in

the United States division of power as to commerce

The law declared void in the case of Brown The

State of Maryland was of the same kind as the one

Wheaton 231
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1878 enacted by th Province of Ontario The only differ-

SEVERN ence was that that law reached the importer whilst the

ThE QUEEN
law under consideration here is directed against the

manufacturer

But is there not perfect analogy between the two

parties Have not both the importer and the manu
facturer the one object viz to sell their goods Both
the first by purchasing in foreign market the latter

by his industry have filled their stores with goods
which they cannot put into commercial circulation

until they have paid the duties imposed upon them

The importation of foreign goods no doubt is subject

to the regulations of .trade and commerce but not more

so than manufactured articles which are subject to the

excise laws If the Local Governmenthave the right to

tax the latter they have the same right to tax the im

porter by prohibiting him as it is contended they have

the right to prohibit the manufacturer from selling his

merchandise if he has not previously taken out license

allowing him to sell

If this contention is well founded the payment of

the custom and excise duties would not be all that the

importer and the brewer would have to calculate upon
before offering their goods for sale for they would also

have to pay another duty in the shape of license

fee

It is also contended that in this case the Federal

Government having regulated only the manufacture of

the beer it was in the power of the Local Government

to regulate its sale

The following answer could be made to this argu
ment viz that if the Federal Government in the exer

cise of its power has not deemedit necessary to restrict

the sal of beer it was because its intention was to

leave it free The regulations need not consist only of
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restrictions By imposing those mentioned in Vie 1878

ch was it not in effect enacting that there would be SEVERN

no others To leave or to deôlare free commerce is it
THE QUEEN

not exercising the power of regulating such commerce

just as much as to impose upon it certain restrictions

To impose upon beer consumed in the Province of

Ontario tax which is not imposed upon beer con

sumed in the other Provinces is to decree that there

shall be difference of price in favor of consumers of

beer in the other Provinces against consumers in Ontario

It is regulating that commerce in such way as to give

to the first named an unjust preference which the Fed
eral Governmentitself could not give without violating

the principles upon which assessments are made It

would be strange indeed if the Legislature of Ontario

by assuming this jurisdiction under the pretence of its

being license could have over this matter more power

than has the Federal Government

The powei to tax is no doubt necessary to the exist

ence of the Local Governments but it is limited and

proportioned to the extent of their jurisdiction Ful

filling only certain duties of Governmentwithin cer

tain limits the power to tax was in consequence
divided between the Federal and Local Governments

To the first whose jurisdiction is larger belongs the

power of raising money by all modes of taxation whilst

Local Governments can only do so by direct taxation

and by the issuing of licenses Moreover the tax im

posed in the shape of license by the law of Ontario

on the sale of beer which has not yet been taken

away from the stores of the brewer is an indirect tax

which must be borne by the consumer

Act 1867 sec 92 Mills Principles of Political

par Economy Ed 1872 Pp 495 496

See McCulloch on Taxation 505

Ed Pp 147 242 321 also
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1878 This new tax no doubt would have as had the

SEVERN previous ones to be added to the original cost of the

THE QUEEN beer in order that it may be paid by the purchaser

With such means at their disposal the Local Govern

ments might control and regulate commerce and im

pose indirect taxes with as great security as if the power

to do so was given to them instead of being specially

taken away Such law comes certainly in conflict

with the power of the Federal Government to regulate

trade and commerce and to impose indirect taxes

If it should be admitted that the different Govern

ments have concurrent power to Impose taxes on the

commodities subject to excise who could draw the

line where each Government would have to stop If

this power belongs to the Local Government the exer

cise of that power must be complete and be made use

of according to the best of their judgment whenever

the raising of money would be necessary Now in

exercising such power might it not happen that the

taxes imposed would be so high as practically to coæ

siderably diminish if not exhaust this source of

revenue What would then be the position of the

Federal Government how could it meet its obliga

tions Were not the duties of customs and excise left

to the Federal Government from which source it col

lects the largest part of its revenue in consequence of

having to bear the public debt of the Provinces and

the expenses of General Government Could we
withdut violating the Constituticnal Act alter this

position To declare that both Governments have an

equal right to legislate on these sources of revenue

would place the Federal Government in the impossi

bility of meeting its obligations towards its creditors

By appropriating this revenue to other purposes it

would in fact be diminishingthe security on which

these creditors when the Constitution was adopted
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had the right to count for the recoupment of their ad- 1878

vances Legislation which would transfer to the Pro- SEVERN

vincial Legislatures the control over these sources of
THE QUEEN

revenue would not fail to considerably embarrass the

Federal Government and at the same time effectively

affect its credit

It must also be remembered that under our actual

political system the Dominion having taken upon itself

the burden of the provincial debts the Provinces when

Confederation was established found themselves with

blank sheet on the debit side of their account whilst

there remained to their cretht the Crown lands the

Federal subsidy the power of direct taxation and

lastly the limited power in my opinion to raise

revenue by means of licenses construction which

would moreover give them the almost unlimited

power of indirect taxation concurrently under the

pretext of its being license would no doubt be the

means of promptly and surely creating disorder and

finally break up the Constitution As soon as there

would be confusion with regard to these sources of

revenue there would remain no more reason for divi

sion of the legislative powers between the Federal

and Local Governments The confusion of the revenues

would inevitably result in fusion of the Governments
It would be the downfall of the present structure built

with such care

Fortunately however such calamity is not to be

feared for the Constitution in my opinion óontains no

provision which can have the effect of bringing about

such dangerous consequences The prudence of the

legislature in giving to each Government special

legislative powers has averted such danger Each

Government has legislative authority over certain

subjects and it is only over these subjects that each
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1878 can exercise its powers With the exception of agri

SEVERN culture and immigration there is no subject-matter

THE QUEEN over which there can exist concurrent powers of legis

lation and even then should there be conflict the

authority of the Parliament of Canada is supreme

By the remarks which have just made on the con

seqiences of the adoption of the construction contended

for by the Respondent do not mean to argue that the

exercise nor even the possibility of abusing this power

to tax by license is reason why it should not exist

for we can abuse all things The proper way no

doubt of solving this question is by referring to the

express terms used in the Constitutional Act But the

clauses already cited show clearly to whom b1ongs

this power assumed by the Ontario Legislature The

only reason for making these observations was to show

that the interpretation adopted by the Respondent

would create state of things quite different from that

which the Imperial Parliament intended for us when

they passed the British North America Act

Nevertheless will add in support of my mode of

reasoning passage of Chief Justice Marshalls opinion

in the case of Brown The State of Maryland and

also contend that in this case we should apply this

ordinary rule of construction that when law is

doubtful or ambiguous it should be interpreted in

such way as to fulfil the intentions of the legislator

and attain the object for which it was passed Marshall

says

We admit this power to be sacred State power to tax its

own citizens on their property within its own territory but cannot

admit that it may be used so as to obstruct the free course of

power given to Congress We cannot admit that it may be used so

as to obstruct or defeat the power to regulate commerce It has

been observed that the powers remaining with the States may be so

Act 1867 sec 95 12 Wheaton 448
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exercised as to come in conflict with those vested in Congress 1878

When this happens that which is not supreme must yield to that
SEVERN

which is supreme This great and universal truth is inseparable

from the nature of things and the constitution has applied it to the THE QUEEN

often interfering powers of the General and State Governments as

vital principle of perpetual operation it results necessarily from

this principle that the taxing power of the State must have some

limits It cannot reach and restrain the action of the National

Government within its
proper sphere It cannot reach the adminis

tratioii of justice in the Courts of the Union or the collection of the

taxes of the United States or restrain the operation of any law

which Congress may constitutionally pass It cannot interfere with

any regulation of commerce If the States may tax all persons and

property found on their territory what shall restrain them from

taxing in their transit through the State from one port to another for

the purpose of re-exportation The laws of trade authorize this

operation and general convenience requires it Or what should

restrain State from taxing any article passing from the State itself

to another State for commercial purposes These are all within

the sovereign power of taxation but would obviously derange the

measures of Congress to regulate commerce and effect materially

the purpose
for which that power was given We deem it unneces

sary to press the argument further or to give additional illustrations

of it because the subject was taken up and considered with great

attention in McOulloch The State of Maryland the decision in

which case is we think entirely applicable to this

The reasoning of the Supreme Court in that case

under system of Government which left to the States

the regulation of the interior commerce is not only

applicable to the present question but should have

more weight from the fact that under our system the

Federal Government has the exclusive power over

commerce

But secondly this Statute of the Province of Ontario

not only comes in conflict with paragraph of sec

tion 91 relating to the regulation of trade and com

merce but also with sec 122 of the Act giving

to the Federal Government the power to regulate all

Wheaton 316
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1878 matters of excise The trade of brewing here as well

SEVERN as in England has always been regulated by the excise

Fas EEN laws Before Confederation the same state of things

existed in all the Provinces of the Dominion Tinder

the new rØgime this trade is still regulated by the excise

laws which as we have seen by section 122 already

cited are subject to Federal legislation It is true this

section does not as do sections 91 and 92 positively

declare that it is an exclusive power but as it is given

without any restriction it can only be possessed by the

Federal Government The very fact of this power not

being comprised in the enumeration of exclusive powers

given to the Local Governments takes away-from them

all jurisdiction over this matter It is for this reason

no doubt that on the 21st December 1867 the Parlia

ment of Canada exercising the power which it had by

sec 122 abolished all the excise laws of Canada as well

as those of the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Bruns

wick and regulated at the same timeby very complete

law this important trade in its most minute details

Section of 31 Vic ch declares

Froni and after the passing of this Act no person except such as

shall have been licensed as herein provided shall carry on the busi

ness or trade of distiller or brewer or maltster or of manufac

turer of tobacco or use any utensil machinery or apparatus suitable

for carrying on any such trade or business subject to excise

Section 26 imposes on the brewer the obligation of

taking out license the price of which is fixed at $50

in order that he may carry on his trade He is also sub-

ject to tax of one cent per pound of malt used in the

brewery In addition to this he is subjected to

severe superintendence in all his operations of which

he is bound under pain of heavy penalties to render

minute account to the Inland Revenue Department

This is certainly trade commerce over which the

Federal Government has fully exercised its exclusive
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power of regulation Can it be said after this that be- 1878

cause this Statute only regulates the manufacture of SEVERN

the beer the Provinces are still at liberty to prevent its
THE QUEFN

sale until license fee of $50 is paid as directed by the

23rd section of the Ontario Act Should brewerafter

having paid to the Federal Government the duties

above mentioned and after being obliged to submit to

numerous and inconvenient restrictions still find him

self in the strange position of not being allowed to take

his products out of his stores The agent of the Local

Governmentwould have the right to appear and say to

him The Federal Government can very well allow

you to manufacture but my Governmentwill not allow

you to sell unless you purchase from us by paying

$50 license fee the right of selling Would not such

prohibition be clearly contrary to the Act of the Federal

Parliament authorizing the brewer to manufacture

Can you give him the right to carry on his trade in

virtue of the license fee paid to the Federal Govern

rnent without at the same time giving him the right

to sell the products of his trade Do manufacturers

manufacture for the sole pleasure of accumulating their

products in their stores Is not the manufacturers sole

aim to sell his manufactured articles and does not the

right to manufacture necessarily imply the right to sell

Here again the reasoning of Chief Justice Marshall

on the right to import in the case already cited is

applicable

We think then that if the power to authorize sale exists in

Congress the conclusion is that the right to sell is connected with the

law permitting importation as an inseparable incident

The distinction between tax on the thing imported and on the

person of the importer can have no influence on that part of the

subject It is too obvious for controversy that they interfere

equally with the power to regulate commerce

Brown The State of Maryland 12 Wheaton 448
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1878 The power to authorize the manufacture of an article

SEVERN must necessarily imply as does the right to import the

THE right to sell am therefore of opinion that the law

of Ontario in prohibiting the sale of beer unless the

party complies with its exactions comes in conflict

with the 122nd section giving to the Federal Govern

ment the power over excise

Now the tax imposed by the Act in question it is

true is only $50 but it might as well have been $500

If the Legislature have the right to impose this tax

the power must be plenary and would be exercised

according to their judgment and whenever the

necessity of increasing the revenue arose Already

since assuming this jurisdiction the Legislature has

Increased the tax from $50 to $150 and if the power
exists nothing could prevent them from fixing the

amount so high as to virtually render impossible the

collection of the excise duties on this article

Moreover if this law relating to brewers and die

tillrs is legal and constitullonal there can be no

doubt that law could be passed reaching the manu
facturer of tobacco of coal oil of vinegar in fact of all

articles subject to excise The Local Government

could even go further and under the shape of

license reach the importer in the same manner as the

brewer

If there was concurrent jurisdiction what would

happen when the collector on the part of the Federal

Governmentwould come to seize for arrears of taxes

Let us suppose that the collector of the Local Govern

ment has anticipated him and for duties which were

owing to his Government had seized and closed the

brewery He is the first on the spot and if he exercises

legitimate power belonging to his Government he

has the right to forbid the Federal Officer to come with-
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in the brewery This latter officer however in virtue 1878

of the Dominion Statute has the most plenary powers SEVERN

at all times he has access to the brewery conflict
THE QUEEN

of authorities would necessarily take place which

authority should yield For my part not believing in

the legal possibility of such conflict need not seek

for the means of avoiding it

But the learned Counsel of Her Majesty whose

argument should it prevail would inevitably bring

about this conflict believe that with the aid of the

right of veto which belongs to the Federal Government

all interests might be conciliated and the above incon

venient results avoided The difficulty they say

would be easily settled The constitution by giving

the right of vetoing Provincial Legislation has prudent

ly given the means if not to prevent at least to put

stop to such conflicts of authorities Such law

would be directly opposed to the interests of the

Federal Government and they would be justified in

disallowing it by exercising their right of veto

No doubt this extraordinary prerogative exists and

could even be applied to law over which the Provin

cial Legislature had complete jurisdiction But it is

precisely on account of its extraordinary and exceptional

character that the exercise of this prerogative will

always be delicate matter It will always be very

difficult for the Federal Government to substitute its

opinion instead of that of the Legislative Assemblies in

regard to matters within their province without ex

posing themselves to be reproached with threatening

the independence of the Provinces

What would be the result if the Province chose to

re-enact law which had been disallowed The cuie

might be worse than the disease and probably grave

complications would follow
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1878 It cannot therefore be argued that because this right

SEVERN exists we must adopt an interpretation which would

THE QUEEN
lead to the necssity of having recourse to it

Before concluding my remarks wish to add

few words with regard to three of the principal

points of argument relied on by the learned

counsel for Her Majesty in support of the validity of

this law They contend they can justify the law 1st

by the inherent constitutional power which th Local

Legislatures they say possess to make laws for the

general welfare of the people of the Province and that

to give effect to their purport they have the power to

prohibit the sale of spirituous liquors and of such

other articles as might be considered injurious that is

to say that in order to exercise this power they have

jurisdiction over this matter 2nd by paragraph 13

section 92 relating to property and civil rights in the

Province 3rd by paragraph 16 of the same section

giving them jurisdiction generally over all matters of

merely local or private nature in the Province

In my above observations on the division of the

legislative powers believe have answered the argu
ment of that plenary power plenum imperium which

the learned counsel contend the Local Governments

possess will only add that while there can be no

question of their exercising the police powers the

license imposed by this law is evidently exacted for the

purpose of raising revenue In support of the view

take with regard to the nature of this license will cite

Cooley on Constitutional Limitations

License laws are of two kinds those which require the payment

of license fee by way of raising revenue and are therefore the

exercise of the power of taxation and those which are mere police

regulations and which require the payment only of such license fee

as will cover the expenses of the license and of enforcing the regu

lation

586
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Nor can the fact that the Local Government has the 1878

power over property and civil rights be relied on The

passage have quoted above from Chief Justice
TEE QUEEN

Marshalls opinion in reference to the State power over

property and civil rights is such complete answer to

this point that need but refer to it

As to the third point that it affects matter purely

local and private in the Province think have also

proved that this argument cannot apply in this case

The license imposed by this law is of nature to

affect all the Provinces and it amounts in reality to

an exercise of the power of regulating commerce

For these reasons have come to the conclusion that

the law under consideration is ultra vires These

reasons can be summed up as follows

1st The law in question is void because it comes in

conflict with the power of the Federal Parliament to

regulate trade and commerce under paragraph sec 91

2nd Because the terms and other licenses in

paragraph sec 92 are limited by the interpretation

to be given to paragraph of sec 91 In order to con

ciliate these two provisions the words other licenses

must be read as if they were followed by these words

not incompatible with the power of regulating trade

and commerce

3rd Because the tax imposed by this Act is an in

direct tax which the Local Government has no right to

impose

4th Because it comes in direct conflict with the 31st

Vie chap relating to excise

HENRY

The information in this case charges the Appellant

with breach of the Act of Ontario 37th Vic chap 32

for having sold by wholesale large quantity of fer

10
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1878 inented liquors which he had manufactured he the

Appellant then being brewer licensed by the Govern-

THE
merit of Canada for the manufacture of fermented

spirituous and other liquors To this information the

Appellant demurred and assigned as one of the grounds

of demurrer that the Legislature of Ontario had no

power to restrict by an Act the sale of such liquors or

to impose penalty for breach of the restrictive pro

yisions of the Act by brewer duly licensed by the

Government of Canada This ground of demurrer was

fully argued before us and we having fully considered

it in all its bearings and consequences have now to

give judgment upon it

The constitutionality of the Act of Canada 81st Vic

chap under which the Appellant was licensed is

admitted and itis therefore necessary only to consider

whether in view of that Act the Legislature of Ontario

had power to pass an Act requiring brewer holding

license under the first mentioned Act to take out

another license and pay an additional fee or in the

event of hisnot doing so to subject him to penalties to

such an extent even as might effectually render practi

cally useless his license from the Dominion Government

The Ontario Act in question sec 24 provides

No person
shall sell by wholesale or retail any spirituous fer

mented or other manufactured liquors within the Province of

Ontario without having first obtained license under this Act

authoriiing him to do so

Sec 25

No person shall keep or have in any house building shop

eating-house saloon or house of public entertainment or in any

room or place whatsoever any spirituous fermented or other

manufactured liquors for the purpose of selling bartering or

trading therein unless duly licensed thereto under the provisions of

this Act

Sec 26 recognizes the validity of the licenses granted
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by the Government of Canada and provides that 1878

sections 24 and 25 shall not prevent any brewer dis-

tilleror other person so licensed

From keeping having or selling any liquor manufactured by

him in any building wherein such manufacture is carried on
Provided that any such brewer distiller or other per

son is further required to first obtain license to sell by wholesale

under this Act the liquor so manufactured by him when sold for

consumption within this Province

Sec 22 fixes the wholesale license fee at fifty dollars

for Provincial purposes

By sec wholesale is defined to be over five gallons

or dozen bottles of three half pints or two dozen of

three-fourths of pint each

This Act came into operation on the 24th of March

1874

Under the Dominion Act 31 Vic chap before

mentioned the licenses expired on the thirtieth of June

in each year and those granted after the thirtieth of

June 1873 were current when the Ontario Act came

into operation Up to the passing of the latter Act

brewer had by the effect of his license from the

Dominion Government the right not oniy to keep and

have for sale but to sell fermented liquors by wholesale

By the latter Act he is not only prohibited from selling

but from keeping or having Does not that Act there

fore virtually repeal if effict be given to it the

Dominion Act in both respects unless indeed the

brewer should comply with its exactions What in

the case of his refusal to accept further conditions to his

compact with the Dominion Government would become

of his manufactured stock on hand The selling and

keeping or having on hand for sale or for consumption

in Ontario was prohibited and his keeping or having it

legally after the passing of the Act is made contingent on

his taking out license under it He had legally accumu

1o
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1878 lated.a large stock which by the Ontario Act he is for

bidden either to keep or sell in pursuance of his rights

under the license from the Dominion Government It
THE QUEEN

may be said the extra tax was light one No matter how

light it was in contravention of the rights he had

acquired and if the power to change the existing rela

tions be at all admitted the extent of the change cannot

be questioned for that is question of expediency and

parliamentary discretion which no Court could control

or interfere with and the same power which levied

contribution to the extent of fifty dollars might raise it

so high as to break up the manufacture altogether and

thus indirectly rendernugatory the Dominion Act and

deprive the Government of the revenue it would other

wise receive and consequently as take it restrict

the effect of the Imperial Act section 91 sub-sections

and which give to the Dominion Parliament the ex

clusive right of legislation in regard to the regulation

of trade and commerce and the raising of money by

any mode or system of taxation

If indeed it were contended that the Dominion Act

was ultra vires and that the right to provide for the

licenses in question was one wholly with the Local

Legislature could appreciate the contention to some

extent but when the constitutionality of that Act

is admitted must have better reasons than have

yet heard to induce me to conclude that the Imperial

Parliament intended that both Legislatures should have

power to deal with the same subject Under the two

sub-sections just quoted and the Dominion Act the

power of the Dominion Governmentto grant the licenses

in question must be admitted and even if the right of

the Local Legislature should have strong reasons to

sustain it which however cannot see but whkh
nevertheless leave it matter of doubt and speculation

feel that it is incumbent on us for many good reasons
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to resolve that doubt against that claim of right Sup- 1878

pose every Local Legislature in the Dominion were thus SEVERN

to interfere with the proper results to be expected from
THE

Dominion legislation in regard to this subject and if

one can do so why not all who can measure or esti

mate the extent to which trade and commerce might

be affected and the revenues of the Dominiondiminish

ed its power to raise money by any mode or system

of taxation seriously curtailed and the customs and

excise laws of the Dominion passed as provided by sec

122 of the Imperial Act interfered with and rendered

nugatory If the right to legislate as to licenses for

brewing be admitted why not as to licenses to manu
facture tobacco and everything else

The contention on the part of the Respondent is that

both Legislatures have power under the Imperial Act to

legislate in regard to the matter before us hue all

admjt the legislative right of the Dominion Parliament

the power of the Local Legislature is denied The

claim for it has been urged on several grounds

one of which is that direct taxation for Provincial

purposes is given exclusively to the Local Legislatures

and that the license duty sought to be levied by the

Act of Ontario is direct tax must dissent from that

proposition for reasons too well understood to require

me to define what direct tax is or to show that the

imposition in this case is clearly an indirect one

The legislative power given to the Dominion Parlia

ment is unlimited

To make laws for the peace order and good government of

Canada in relation to all matters not coming within the classes of

subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of the

Provinces

and we need not necessarily consider the provisions of

sub-sections and of section 91
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1878 Everything in the shapeof legislation for the peace

order and good government of Canada is embraced

ThE except as before mentioned But sub-section twenty-

nine goes further and provides for exceptions and

reservations in regard to matters otherwise included

in the power of legislation given to the Local Leg
islatures and also provides that

Any matter coming within any of the classes of subjects

enumerated in this section shall not be deemed to come within the

class of matters of local or private nature comprised in the

enumeration of the classes of subjects by this Act assigned exclu

sively to the Legislatures of the Provinces

The regulation of trade and commerce and the

raising of money by any mode or system of taxation is

however specially mentioned and both include the

right to make and have carried out all the provisions in

the Dominion Act This ppsition has not been and

cannot be successfully assailed The subjects in all

their details of which trade and commerce are composed

and the regulation of them and the raising of revenue

by indirect taxati9n must therefore be matters referred

to and included in the latter clause of sub-section 29

before mentioned and if so

Shall not be deemed to come within the class of matters of

local or private nature omprised in the enumeration of the classes

of subjects by this Act assigned exclusively to the Legislatures of

the Provinces

Every constituent therefore of trade and commerce

and the subject of indirect taxation is thus as sub

mit withdrawn from the consideration of the Local

Legislatures even if it should otherwise be apparently

included The Imperial Act fences in those twenty-eight

subjects wholesale and in detail and the Local Legis

latures were intended to be and are kept out of the

inclosure and when authorized to deal with the sub

ject
of direct taxation within the Province as in
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sub-section of section 92 and shop saloon tavern 1878

auctioneer and other licenses they are commanded by

the concluding clause of sub-section 29 sec 91 not tOT
interfere by measures for what they may call direct

taxation or in regard at least to other licenses or in

reference to municipal institutions with the prero

gatives of the Dominion Parliament as to the regula

tion of trade and commerce including Customs and

Excise laws and the raising of money by any mode

or system of taxation have already shown that

the exercise of the power contended for by the Legis

lature of Ontario is incompatible with the full exercise

of that of the Dominion Parliament and might

be used to its tofal destruction The object of the

Imperial Act was clearly to give plenary powers of

legislation to the Dominion Parliament with the excep

tions before stated and just as clearly to restrict local

legislation so as to prevent any conflict with that of the

former in regard to the subjects with which it was

given power to deal

The excise laws of the Dominion must be affected

by an additional license fee being exacted by the Local

Government The excise revenues belong solely to

the Dominion Government The Dominion Parliament

having imposed license fee of $50 on brewer of fer

mented liquors might at an early future desire to im

pose for revenue higher fee It has the acknowledged

right to do so but in the meantime the Local Legis

lature has fully weighted the enterprise of brewing

and the result becomes therefore transfer from the

sources of Dominion revenue to the coffers of the Local

Government Who can say then that there is not an

attempt to collect Provincial revenue from source

clearly appertaining to the Dominion

But we are asked to hold that under sub-section
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1878 shop saloon tavern auctioneer and other licenses

8w will include licenses to brewers in the position occu

QUEEN pied by the Appellant to sell by wholesale Such an

application can only be made by virtue of the conclud

ing words and other licenses The extent and

limit to be given to those words have not been stated

or referred to but some must exist to their application

If applicable to brewers and distillers licenses which

at the date of the imperial Act were completely out of

reach of any municipal control why not extend them to

other traders If uncontrolled Local Legislature

might organize system of licenses and indirectly not

only tax but regulate and restrict certain industries

trades and callings or might indeed virtually prohibit

and destroy them We must reasonably conclude the

Leg.s1ature
meant to restrict the power at some point

and we must determine where that restriction should

be imposed not only from the words of the sub-section

in question but from the tenor and bearing of the whole

Act the state of the law at the time the peculiar posi

tion of the United Provinces and the object of their

union with the means for working out the Constitu

tion provided

Taking the words themselves what is the law as

to the construction of them Prom review of all

the cases cited and others am forced to conclude

that the words and other licenses must be res

tricted We find them preceded by the words shop
saloon tavern auctioneer and cannot decide that

brewers or distillers are ejusdem generis with them

or any of them That they should be to include the

right of legislation claimed takingS the whole of the

Imperial Act together is position too clearly estab

lished to be doubted In Reed Ingham the law

13E.B.889
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is clearly stated by Lord Campbell CJ and also in East 1878

London Water Works Co Trustees for Mile End Old SEVERE

Town In the latter case the word tenements had to
THE QUEEN

receive construction Referring to it Lord Campbell

said tenements must be understood according to

the antecedent enumeration and as comprising only

matters ejusdem generis That rule of construction was

followed in Rex The Manchester and Salford Water-

works Company which is admitted to have been

well decided Coleridge Justice in the sarae case says
If the Appellants are liable it is because they occupy tenement

which is ratable It is admitted that the word cannot have its full

meaning in either place where it occurs in the section 30 In the

first it clearly means something inhabited or belonging to

dwelling In the second where it is admitted that some restraint

Lust be put upon the construction of the word the rule attaches

that
general word following specific ones must be taken to mean

somet/ng of the same kind

sim1ar construction was put upon general words

in ndeman Breach The 29 Car chap pro
vicled that

tradesman artificer workman labourer or other person or

persons should work at their ordinary calling on the Lords day

Per Lord Tenterden

It was contended that under the words other person or

persons the drivers of stage coaches are included But where

general words follow particular ones the rule is to construe theni

as applicable to persons ejusdem generis

We think the words other person or persons cannot have been

used in sense large enough to include the owner and driver of

stage.coach

feel bound therefore on principle and as the result

of all the cases to construe the words in question as

controlled by the other portions of the Act and there

fore not to include power to the Legislature of Ontario

to legislate for licenses to brewers or distillers to sell

by wholesale

117 Q.B.512 1B.C.630
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